Heart Rate Variability Analysis
Heart rate variability (HRV) is a cutting-edge measurement of cardiovascular health. More HRV means your
heart is better able to adapt to changing circumstances. Less HRV means nerves and heart muscle can't
respond easily to change, potentially leading to out-of-rhythm beats or an abrupt, fatal stop.
Measures:
1.

SDNN:__________ (Standard Deviation Normal to Normal)
Reflects our ability to respond quickly, dynamically and effectively to a crisis
Poor=<30 Fair =30-50 Good=51-100 Optimal=>100
How to improve SDNN:
-Abstaining from smoking
-Participating in regular physical activity
-Decrease toxins (food & Environment)
-Omega 3 fatty acids showed a significant increase in HRV

2.

TP___________ (Total Power)
Overall activity in the ANS across all frequencies

Normal = 7.2-9.1

Decrease: decreased ability to cope with external/internal stress
Increase: Hyper-stimulated state
3.

VLF_____(Very low Frequency)
Not well defined in a 5 min. test

Normal= 6.6-8.6

4.

LF________ (Low Frequency)
Reflects both sympathetic and parasympathetic activity

Normal= 5.9-8.0

Decrease: internal fatigue, energy loss, lethargy, sleeps deprivation
5.

HF_______ (High Frequency)
Maintains a stable heartbeat—prevents heart from beating too quickly

Normal 3.7-7.1

Decrease: chronic stress, cardiopulmonary aging, heart disease
Increase: Increase Vagal Tone (Brake)

The DPA is an assessment tool only. Final diagnosis is the responsibility of a licensed practitioner.

6.

LF/HF Ratio_____
Reflects the Balance of the sympathetic and parasympathetic systems

Normal 0.6-2.4

Decrease: Parasympathetic dominance
Increase: Sympathetic Dominance
7.

SNS/PSN____ :_____ (Sympathetic & Parasympathetic Balance)
Balance between the “accelerator” and “brake”

Normal 6:4 ratio

Higher SNS: nervous, anxiety, agitation, excitement, increase blood pressure, headache
Higher PNS: depression, sluggish, lethargy, dizziness

8.

ABD________ (Autonomic Balance Diagram)
Indicates the active status of the autonomic nervous system (SNS / PNS)

1

2

3

Autonomic nerve ↑, PNS ↑, Chemical sensitivity,
) blood pressure, chronic pain, headache,
High
Neurogenic indigestion

High Frequency

Acute stress reaction, Anxiety, Panic disorder,

4

5
Normal

6
Due to decreased SNS activity, Internal energy loss,
fatigue (temporary)

7

8

9
Low HF. Illness or pre-illness state, diseases in
cardiovascular system
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